Democrats need plan for Nov.

has allowed the Republican Party to set the political agenda, and it has been content to react to Republican proposals rather than to offer ideas of its own.

With the elections still two months away, however, it is not too late for the Democrats to begin campaigning positively. They can still offer their own plans to restore economic prosperity. They should admit that government has gone too far in many areas, that Congress cannot create a risk-free society by passing laws, and that inefficient government spending and excessive individual tax rates must be reduced.

Republicans have always called for less government. Democrats should now call not for more or less government but for better government. The government means cuts in unnecessary or inefficient programs—be they for rich or poor people, military or civilian purposes. It also means the preservation and expansion of effective Federal programs. It means tax cuts to encourage economic growth and to reduce the tax reform to make the rich and powerful pay their fair share. It means regulatory reform, not to unshackle business, but to make regulation work more in tune with market incentives and the private sector. And better government means putting the public interest ahead of business, labor, or other special interests.

There is an alternative for Democrats who write about the evils of Reaganomics and for Republicans who decry the excesses of liberalism. Our leaders should trumpet the virtues of sensible, responsible government. Hopefully, the Democrats or the Republicans will eventually realize this and start working to improve our government rather than expand it or tear it down.

Sufficient support lacking

To the Editor:

How would you feel about printing a mother to daughter letter (since you printed a daughter to mother one last week)? This is actually composed of half of two letters that came this week.

Amy dear,

You seemed upset on the phone yesterday so I thought I'd send this off to you right away. I suppose it will give him some ideas, too, as if he needed any.

Speaking of your brother, he just went back to Boston tonight.

P.S. Please check out your boyfriends' reading habits before you go out with them.

Name withheld at the writer's request

Ordinary pizza places can't measure up.

On a visit with friends or family you'll fall in love with the original Uno Restaurant and Bar.

First, because we're an honest-to-goodness great restaurant with bright, friendly home, workers, waiters, and business owners who'll serve you in a delightful atmosphere but not stuffy atmosphere.

And then, because you're in for a gourmet surprise when you taste the original deep dish pizzas that made us world famous. Choose from pizza ingredients and combinations that you never before.

Visit the pizza restaurant that's a slice above all the rest: Uno.

You'll need a big appetite and a small pocketbook.

Feedback

A mother's reply

# WELCOME STUDENTS!
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
(Southern Baptist Convention)
16 Beech Street, Cambridge
Dr. Richard Groves, Pastor
Bible Study: 10:00 Worship: 11:00

"***, A SOLID A... certainly among Fassbinder's best. It's Unforgettable." -David Bradley, News 7

"'LOLA' MUST BE SEEN!
More intuitive and more Fassbinder's previous work. I was somewhat surprised by the film, and yet I understood more clearly the distinctive qualities of his art." -Andrew Sarris, Village Voice

"BRILLIANT,... Fassbinder working at the top of his form." -Bruce McKee, Boston Globe

Attuned to the rewards of silence, the artist, in attendance as the artist, opens the door to the world of personal experience, where the artist has never been before. The artist is a world of personal experience, where the artist has never been before.

The artist is a world of personal experience, where the artist has never been before.

Julio's Pizza
101 Magazine St.
Cambridge
tel. 491-4124
Tues - Sat
10:30 - 8:00pm
Special - fresh salami sub exclusively at Julio's $3.75/50¢ off with this ad

Julio's Pizza
101 Magazine St.
Cambridge
tel. 491-4124
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10:30 - 8:00pm
Special - fresh salami sub exclusively at Julio's $3.75/50¢ off with this ad

721 Boylston St., Boston
27 High St., Cambridge
Harvard Sq.
Rt 9, Framingham

Daily 11-1 AM
*Boston and Harvard Sqs
Mon-Sat 7-11 AM
on weekends

UNO
restaurant and bar

(Starcrusier Yamato" from Japanese television)
US Navy announces plans to refurbish 4 WWII battleships.
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